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See. Eat. Sleep. Enjoy. A 72-Hour Guide to Provence, France. City breaks are perfect for those long

weekends away. You go to a city and youâ€™ve got only a short amount of time to see the sights,

thereâ€™s no time to get distracted. But what if you donâ€™t know exactly what to do and see?

Which places to eat at? When is the best time to visit? Explore one of the most inspirational places

on earth, see for yourself what it is about Provence that draws artists in from around the world and

this guide can help you discover all there is to see. A place of beautiful landscapes and fine food

you can find something and everything in this beautiful French province. Whether you want to visit

museums and learn more about the country that was the home of the great artists such as Renoir,

Cezanne, Picasso and Van Gogh or simply walk through the poetic and romantic landscapes and

see for yourself what it is that people find so inspiring, youâ€™re guaranteed to find something here

that you will enjoy. Inside 3 Day Guide to Provence: A 72-Hour Definitive Guide On What to See,

Eat & Enjoy In Provence, France: History - weâ€™ve put together a historic overview of Provence

and France, helping you to see what is that is so unique about this region of France and draws in

artists. Climate - we explore the climate around Provence, helping you pick the best time for you to

come. Whether you want to see the meadows in bloom or walk through the autumn woods we can

help you pick the perfect time of year to get the most out of your holiday. Region Overview- maybe

you want to see where Van Gogh lived and painted, where Picasso found his inspiration or simply

hoping to find inspiration all of your own. Whatever youâ€™re looking for you can find something to

kindle the imagination. Transport - Traveling to and around the region of Provence is made easy

with this book. Packed with tips and tricks to help you keep travel stress free and cross the city like

a local you can find all you need here. Sight seeing - helping you to make the most of your visit and

turn your holiday into the trip of a life time this guide is full of attractions to suit any type of

adventurer, including; museums, outdoor hikes, history, archeology, architecture, food, sightseeing

or even just spending time in the company of the one you love or the great outdoors. 3 Day Itinerary

- For those of you who arenâ€™t sure exactly what to you want to see but want to explore all that

Provence has to offer thereâ€™s a handy itinerary all drawn up for you. Filled with dozens of

exciting ideas you can just pick and choose which parts you want to use and your trip of a lifetime is

set. Best Places for Any Budget - with comprehensive lists and reviews of the best places to eat,

sleep and enjoy a night out all arranged by budget levels youâ€™re bound to find something for you

no matter what your budget is and what youâ€™ve come to see. Whether youâ€™re coming for

artistic succor, tracing the footsteps of the artistic greats, looking for your own inspiration or just

want to revisit nature, whatever youâ€™re looking for you are bound to find something for you. Grab



your copy of 3-Day Guide to Provence: A 72-hour definitive guide on what to see, eat and enjoy in

Provence, France and turn your trip into a trip of a lifetime to this colorful and surreal region.
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Exactly what I needed to know... I took this book on a weekend holiday trip wondering if Provence

would be of interest to visit. The 3 Day Guide To Provence gave me exactly what I needed to know

to make an informed decision. Lots of information here without a lot of real touristy stuff thrown in. If

you want to visit Provence this book offers to major attractions and what you should plan on visiting.

They also have a book on Berlin so it is now on my list of books to get before long.

This is a great travel guide for Provence in France. I am getting married and my husband and I have

been looking for the perfect honeymoon destination. And we've found it thanks to this book.It's a

great resource for all the places to see in Provence as it highlights all the best places to go. I love

how the author wove history, geography and detail into the narratives of the different attractions,

restaurants and historical places. Each page is filled with excellent descriptions that bring the cities,

cathedrals and avenues to life in your imagination. It's like getting advice from an excited friend who

has visited and obviously loves the place. The enthusiasm in the descriptions is infectious.I also

appreciated that the guide has addresses and phone numbers listed. No Internet searching or trying

to find them in the small print of a typical guide book that is loaded with advertisements.I highly

recommend this book for anyone interested in traveling. I noticed there are several of these for other

cities and I definitely will check them out as well.



Weird little personal essay if someone's travels, possible designed as advertising for places

named? Quite useless

Whenever I travel or visit other places, one of the most important thing that I should check on is

where can I get the nicest food, I like trying dishes that are new to me. I love that the author

included restaurants where you can dine as well as what cuisine and specialties they offer aside

from the places you can visit and hotels to stay. The food is really interesting.This book is wonderful,

it made me want to visit France. Provence, I think is undeniably a beautiful place. I will definitely visit

it when I have the chance. The Lavender Fields could be the best place to visit though it 's

seasonal, it might really feel good seeing all of those lavenders and its fresh colors. The photos are

beautiful too and very inviting.Nice and helpful book, definitely something to have when you have

plans to travel to France.I would recommend this book to people who love to travel and explore

different cultures. A good read for everyone.

I liked the convenience.

There is so little information in this publication, that it is a waste of paper!

This is a wonderful travel guide for the location of Provence in France. Being a history major it was

great to have learnt about the historical information behind this beautiful place, the various

attractions , restaurants and monumental structures that can be visited. The content and the use of

words the writer uses is so vividly captivating , I literally want to save my money to visit this place.

Great travel guide to a beautiful place!

This is an impressive travel guide for Provence in France. It's a great guide for all the places to see

in Provence. The author gives some history of the area, discusses the geography, and talks about

the different attractions, restaurants and historical places. Each page is filled with vivid descriptions

that make the cities, cathedrals and avenues come to life. It's like learning about the places to go

from someone who lives there and knows everything about the area. It tells you how to get around

the area, how much transportation will cost, and how long it takes to get someplace. The book has

addresses and phone numbers listed for local attractions. This book is great. It is easy and fun to

read.
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